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0 of 0 review helpful A wonderful debut novel By Elizabeth G I thoroughly enjoyed Morningstar Ascendant from the 
first page to the last Galante s descriptive prose brought every character and scene to life to a degree not frequently 
observed in other fiction The author thoroughly researched various other historical and religious texts as well as works 
of literature seamlessly drawing on these different sources to cre At the dawn of time the archangel Lucifer was cast 
out of Heaven for daring to defy his creator Beaten but undaunted Lucifer vowed revenge against God For centuries 
the Devil and his cohorts were content with small victories and their valorous march on the pearly gates was nothing 
but a distant memory of bygone glory However the reappearance of an old foe changes everything and reveals to 
Lucifer that there may be untapped powers at Hell rsquo s disposal anc 
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